Power and leadership in WW2: impact and consequence...the good, the bad and the unjust
Overview and rationale:
World War Two, post, pre and during, is a defining period in world and British history and studying it gives our children the opportunity to critically analyse it’s key players, their
decision-making and the impact those decisions had on the resilient masses who got caught up in the politics. In this topic, teachers take the opportunity to discuss and debate with
the children societal issues and ideologies that were prevalent in those times, with the far-right and fascist views of Hitler and Mussolini leading to the oppression of Jews and other
races. Leadership, acquisition and the use of power played a defining role in WW2 and here the children build on their knowledge of leaders they’ve learnt about in previous topics
and how people’s beliefs have such tremendous implications on others’ lives. Opportunities are taken in this topic for children to enhance their geographical and historical skills and
knowledge through the lens of humanity’s respect, resilience and responsibility, not only through obvious leaders but through the innovation and fortitude of less known heroes
(such as Alan Turing, a local mathematician who J7 are named after!) and community togetherness, also drawing on local knowledge and impact. Learning will also focus on the geographical impact of the war on Britain and the empire and where if left Britain post-war. Teachers will draw on myriad historical, political and ideological contexts to evoke critical
thinking among the pupils, opening debate on society’s biggest questions and how inequality and prejudice has meant that subjugated groups in the past have had to fight for their
rights across the world and in the UK...and how they still do. The children’s whole class reading book is ‘Hitler’s Canary’ which further evokes an empathy and a small understanding
of the horrors of conflict and prejudice.

